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perfinite 7/i-factor and the mapping a-^n^a) ($e3I) is one-to-one, because 31 is simple ([!]). We shall identify 21 with 7r T (3I).
In the following discussions, we shall show that §1 has only inner derivations. Let D be a derivation of SI, then by Theorem 2 in [7] , there exists an element a in M such that D(x)=[a,x] for #e2I. Put D*O) -[a*, x] for *eST, then D* is also a derivation of §1 (cf. [7] ); hence it is enough to assume that a is self-adjoint. Put yj=\ u*yudjuij(u), then the sequence {j;,-} converges strongly to
Let a = p~l(Tty(b}} and suppose that r(6) =^^(6) =<7r^(6)/^, /^>, then r(6)=5^f(fl), because ^-><p(y) /*,/*> (j^eM) is the trace on M and so by the unicity, f 00= <?00 /*,/*>. and so (bu -ub^@n^(bu~-ub^^n(^) for we §?; hence (^*ft^ -ft) (w*ftw -ft) GE TT (SI) for u e SI". Therefore, This completes the proof.
Concluding remarks
We can extend the definition of uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras to the non-separable case as follows: SI is called uniformly hyperfinite if it has a directed family of type I Ha subf actors {5Koc}(^^H, ^a< + oo) such that (i) l^Wla for all ^eH; (ii)5mccC:3« 0 if ^^/3; (iii) SI is infinite-dimensional; (iv) SI is the uniform closure of U 3K a .
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Then, we can prove that every derivation of such algebras is inner, because our proof is available for these algebras.
Finally we shall remark that uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras have outer ^-automorphisms.
By induction, we shall define a sequence of unitary elements {wj of §1 such that u^m*.
Take an one-dimensional projection e^ in 2Jii and put M 1 = ^1-(1 -00. Now suppose that «,-(*<;/) are defined. Put 3K/+i = 3K,(8) (9$ fl 5UZy+0» where 5Di/ is the commutant of 3Ji y in SI. Take an one-dimensional projection e j+1 from TO/n^vi and put Then, define u j+l Next, by induction, we shall define a sequence of pure states {^,-} on 50J Z -as follows:
Take a pure state ^ on SOt such that ^ri(00 = l-Such state is unique, because TOi is a type /^(w^ + oo) factor. Now suppose that Hence {^^ (M«) } is a Cauchy sequence in the strong operator topology.
Let u be the strong limit of {n 9 (u n }} , then M is a unitary operator on £><?, because n 9 (u^ is self -adjoint.
Moreover, for ) u = strong -Iim 0 7r<p
Hence ^7r^(2I)^c:2l; therefore the mapping p^-^Tr is an *-automorphism of 21 such that p(2JO c2Ji f . for all f. Now suppose that there exists a unitary element v ^21 such that *^2; for all jceSI. Then 7ry(^)M7ry(^)(7r y (t;)M)* = 7ry(^) for ; hence n 9 ,(y')u = Al t where U] =1, and / is the identity; therefore ^^71^(21).
Let n 9 (w}=u(w^.y£), then w is a self -ad joint unitary element in 21. For arbitrary e>0, there exist an i such that some self -adjoint Wj l\W~Wj\\<.e for J^f.
On the other hand, for
